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A Toolkit is presented that reconstructs interaction vertices given a set of reconstructed tracks. The toolkit is generic enough to be embeddable in various environments. The code has already been run in LHC's CMS environment, as well as in the (European) ILC setup.

The toolkit features very modern “adaptive” reconstruction methods. It is written in C++, with a very simple API, but comes with Python and Java interfaces, as well.

The toolkit is complemented by a simple “sandbox” framework, that can simulate various experimental setups.
Origin

All algorithmic code comes from the CMS vertexing community,
Rave algorithms have remained and will continue to remain 100 % source code compatible with the CMS framework.
An as simple as possible API

Easiest use case:

```cpp
rave::Factory factory (MyMagneticField(), MyPropagator());

std::vector<rave::Vertex> vertices = factory.create(tracks, "method");
```

User must implement interfaces

Factory creates vertices from tracks, using method "method"
“Adaptive” methods introduce the notion of track-to-vertex assignment probabilities in the Kalman filter formalism. The AdaptiveVertexFitter (avf) and the MultiVertexFitter are two such adaptive methods which are able to deal with contamination without any prior information of the type of contamination.
The **AdaptiveVertexFitter** is an iterative, weighted Kalman filter. An annealing schedule is introduced to avoid falling into local minima (see next slide).

The **MultiVertexFitter** fits several vertices at once, introducing competition: the vertices have to “compete” for the tracks. It solves both the statistical problem (vertex position estimation) as well as the pattern recognition problem (vertex finding) at once.
Objective function of the adaptive method:

$$\hat{\beta}_{\text{Adaptive}} = \arg\min_\beta \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( w_i \cdot r_i^2(\beta) \right)$$

assignment probability as a function of a $x^2$ and the "annealing temperature" $T$, which is lowered geometrically in the iterative fitting process.
Rave as an ILC “MarlinProcessor”, fitting primary vertices from TPC Tracks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Icio data (Zh120), tpc, primary vertex, z coordinate</th>
<th>Stats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entries</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.09764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>0.01975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2$/ndf</td>
<td>36.25 / 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>20.44 ± 2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.09928 ± 0.00099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>0.0117 ± 0.0012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

z coordinate of primary vertices

1 mm shift in z - a bug in the ILC track reconstruction found by rave!
"Vertigo" implements a simple standalone framework that can be used to test rave algorithms. It can simulate different experiment setups for vertexing purposes and read from various data sources.

Vertigo serves as a very fast development tool for vertexing algorithms!

Fitting CMS tracks without the need for CMS software.
Fitting primary vertex, secondary vertex (D Meson) and outlying tracks do not bias golden primary vertex. Ellipsoid magnified x10.
• Fitting $J/\psi \to KK\mu\mu$ (CMS ORCA event),
• one track mis-measured.
• Vertex unaffected.
• Ellipsoid magnified x10.
import vertigo

eventfactory=vertigo.EventFactory("lcio:tracks.slcio")
ravefactory=vertigo.RaveFactory()
visualiser=vertigo.Visualiser()

for event in eventfactory:
    vertices=ravefactory.create( event.tracks(), "avf" )
    event.add( vertices )
    visualiser( event )

instantiate, data source is an lcio file

fit tracks with adaptive "avf" method, add vertices to event, and visualise.
Downloads

http://stop.itp.tuwien.ac.at/publish/
contains:
• RAVE
• VERTIGO
• DataHarvesting plugin for Vertigo (optional) (can write/read Root/Hdf/Xml/Text files)
• Visualization plugin for Vertigo (optional) (simple visualisation – see plots in this talk)

http://stop.itp.tuwien.ac.at/websvn/ Web Subversion Server

Documentation:
http://stop.itp.tuwien.ac.at/docs/vertigo/
http://stop.itp.tuwien.ac.at/docs/rave/
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Vertigo

Name

vertigo -- a command line tool to test rave algorithms in various environments

Synopsis

vertigo [-h | -l | -vVERBOSITY | -sSOURCE | -mMETHOD | -sSKIN | -nNUM | -oOBSERVER | -cCONFIGURABLE | -C]

DESCRIPTION

vertigo is conceived as a command line tool to test rave algorithms with both artificial ("vertex gun") and realistic data. It can currently read in data generated by a data harvester, as well as LCIO data. On the analysis side, vertigo has a few Observer classes that make it easy to analyse the performance of the vertex reconstruction algorithms. This man page is for $Rev: 191 $.

OPTIONS

vertigo accepts the following options:

- h, --help
  Shows the help page
- l, --list
  List all methods and observers (then quit)
- v, --verbosity
Outlook

Future developments for Rave:

• A special-purpose vertex finder for “B-jettish” event topologies.
• A vertex fitter that deals with non-Gaussian errors (already implemented in CMS)
• Make (better) use of beamspot constraints for fitting primary vertices.
• Write org.lcsim “Driver” in Java
References


• “LiC Detector Toy” (MatLab based mini simulation and track fitting tool for fast and flexible detector optimization studies) Ref. http://forum.linearcollider.org/ => Fast Simulations => LiC Toy.